Jeppesen Mobile FliteDeck
Now with SmartNotes – providing pilots the information they need, when and where they need it.

Designed specifically for business aviation operators as well as individuals and enthusiasts, Jeppesen Mobile FliteDeck 3.0 delivers the world’s best-in-class data-driven enroute data and terminal charts directly to your iPad®. With its interactive, dynamically rendered charts and data – all backed by Jeppesen quality – Mobile FliteDeck provides everything you need for improved decision making, exactly when it counts.

New Mobile FliteDeck features
Mobile FliteDeck 3.0 delivers exciting new capabilities that take integrated, data-driven technology to a new level – without cumbersome paper charts. These new key features simplify decision-making and improve situational and operational awareness.

- SmartNotes cuts through the clutter to intelligently deliver pertinent flight information based on chronological and geospatial data, and minimize pilot interactions with the mobile device.
- Organized Track System (OTS) provides critical information for oceanic flights when appropriate airports are selected.
- Fully indexed and searchable Jeppesen Standard Airway Manual text sections are available to help you better prepare for your flight.

Additional Mobile FliteDeck features
- SID/STAR with own-ship – increase situational awareness by viewing your flight with respect to the terminal air structure.
- SID/STAR picker – select specific SID/STAR routing to fit your flight plan and operations. It makes the proposed flight track visible and the performance predictable.
- Green/amber annotations – annotate terminal charts with quick notes so all information is at hand and clearly sorted.
- VFR and cultural data layer to support VFR operations*.
- SIDs and STARs can be rendered directly on the enroute map. The selected SID or STAR path will be displayed to complete your routing.
- Local database resident on the device allows you to see the information you need, when you need it, without worrying about connectivity.
- Upon landing, Mobile FliteDeck automatically switches to the airport diagram.
- Dedicated night theme makes flying at night as clear as day.
- Flight plan route integration so you can quickly import routes.
- Lock button secures a particular view of the chart, so you won’t lose the view if you accidently touch the screen.
- Preview charts quickly and add them to the chart clip for easy reference.
- Fast rendering capabilities minimize display time and gives you the information needed for your phase of flight.
- Transition points are displayed within the enroute view without the need to flip between charts.
- Intersection formations, signal gaps, change over points, and distance between VORs.
- Improved search – immediate search results organized in a single list with results displayed from either map center or aircraft position.
- At-a-glance distance measurement and auto calculation of off-map position distance when own-ship is enabled.
- Ability to enter as many alternate airports as needed for flexibility.
- "Route Drawer" capabilities such as saved flights and activating the drawer in both the enroute and terminal chart view.
- Highlighting tool allows pilots to easily highlight taxi instructions or approach information.
- Weather overlay allows crews to have the best information on current conditions.
- Rubber banding functionality and the ability to add user waypoints make route planning quick and simple.
- Printing capability for terminal charts so pilots can print paper back-ups on demand.

*Coversages for contiguous United States and select parts of Europe.

**System Requirements**
- iPad running iOS v10 or higher
- Recommend iPad Air 2 or higher

Learn more about what we offer.

For more information about Mobile FliteDeck and its many unique capabilities, visit jeppesen.com/mobile or contact your account manager.